
ENTRY VERIFICATION SOLUTIONS 
Validates both employees and visitors
Pass/Fail temperature monitoring cameras
Hand-held thermometer portable

Kiosks and turnstile integrated access
Vehicle occupant scanning before entry is granted

Visitor management integration with health 
questionnaire and testing 
Mobile phone verification with credential

MULTI-FACTOR DOOR 
ENTRY SYSTEMS 
temperature, mask, face with wiegand output 

RE-OPENING THE WORKPLACE AFTER 
STAY AT HOME ORDERS
AS EVERYONE GEARS UP TO MAKE PLANS TO REOPEN THE WORKPLACE, 
we have been talking to many of our enterprise partners regarding a myriad of solutions 
to help keep your employees safe and mitigate liability. An essential key to your Duty of 
Care obligations for employees and visitors requires you to provide a safe and secure 
environment. Solutions from VISION Security Technologies enhance your security
and your workplace.



TOUCHLESS SOLUTIONS
Provides non-contact devices for safety

Remote entry with mobile access or Audio/Visual 
intercoms eliminating direct contact or guards.
Touchless entry doors can be integrated using access 
control features
Mobile credentials using blue diamond or HID mobile 
readers allows people to unlock doors while maintaining 
social distancing
Biometric tools using face detection, iris scanning and 
mask detection

BLUETOOTH LOCATION SERVICES
Use cell phone location information to identify the 
number of people
in an area of where
they have traveled
within a location
utilizing Bluetooth
beacons to confirm
areas of exposure.

ANTI-MICROBIAL
DOOR
HARDWARE
mitigates microorganism
transfer between cleanings. 

VIDEO MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
a force multiplier to enforce policies and social distancing

Social distancing analytic allow alerts or can integrate with 
directional signing based on people density
Appearance search can determine where specific individuals have 
been and identify others which may have had exposure
Thermographic cameras a stand-alone option
Mask detection analytics sets alerts and captures metrics 

ACCESS CONTROL
Provides a comprehensive data platform for integration including audits of 
access to the facility 

Integrate sensor data input pass/fail fields, time stamp of entry 
Camera verification video and video analytic notification or alarm
Visitor management integrates visitor verification, audit and compliance 
data
Breach audit Ability to identify critical locations where a suspected carrier 
has been in the building

OTHER OPTIONS
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VIDEO ANALYTICS
People counting at entrances

Blocked person blocks cardholder or visitor from accessing 
a specified location

Proximity reporter provides the ability to track access for 
cardholders or visitors




